Double-buffered, heterogeneous CPU + GPU integral digestion algorithm for single-excitation calculations involving a large number of excited states.
The most widely used quantum-chemical models for excited states are single-excitation theories, a category that includes configuration interaction with single substitutions, time-dependent density functional theory, and also a recently developed ab initio exciton model. When a large number of excited states are desired, these calculations incur a significant bottleneck in the "digestion" step in which two-electron integrals are contracted with density or density-like matrices. We present an implementation that moves this step onto graphical processing units (GPUs), and introduce a double-buffer scheme that minimizes latency by computing integrals on the central processing units (CPUs) concurrently with their digestion on the GPUs. An automatic code generation scheme simplifies the implementation of high-performance GPU kernels. For the exciton model, which requires separate excited-state calculations on each electronically coupled chromophore, the heterogeneous implementation described here results in speedups of 2-6× versus a CPU-only implementation. For traditional time-dependent density functional theory calculations, we obtain speedups of up to 5× when a large number of excited states is computed. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.